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Abstract libraries, Archives, and Museums (lAM) convergence has been a topic 
of discussion for nearly a decade, with a particular focus on harnessing 
technological know-how to create efficiencies around managing and 
providing access to collections cared for by these similar yet distinct 
professions. this case study examines the interaction amongst the Uni-
versity of louisville (U of l) Art library, U of l Archives, and the speed 
Art Museum (speed) as the three separate entities worked together 
to complete an iMls-funded grant project focused on streamlining 
the speed’s library. Although the initial work centered on surveying 
and weeding the speed’s collection and creating electronic catalog 
records of the materials, shifts in the grant budget supported the hiring 
of a Project Archivist to transfer the speed’s institutional archives to 
the University of louisville. this formal partnership developed from a 
history of informal collaboration, impelled by exigencies of impend-
ing construction to create a new museum space. the project improved 
access to speed library’s collection, enhanced the U of l Art library’s 
collection and facilitated preservation of and provided access to the 
institutional records of the speed Art Museum. in addition, conversa-
tions about lAM convergence tend to emphasize technology. this case 
study draws on the collaboration continuum introduced by Zorich, et 
al in a 2008 report on the topic and examines the power of interper-
sonal relationships, which ultimately proved to be the important drivers 
of this collaboration.

As early as July 2005, the Research Libraries Group (RLG) convened a member’s 
forum entitled “Libraries, Archives, & Museums—Three Ring Circus, One Big 
Show?” that explored the subject of LAM convergence. Eleven speakers from the 
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US and Canada discussed real world examples of why and how these three profes-
sions should work together. Some made the case for cross-training professionals in 
an effort to foster collaborative relationships; some speakers addressed the impera-
tive of decreased funding motivating groups to work together.1 
 In Beyond the Silos, Zorich et al. reported on a series of workshops conducted 
by the RLG in late 2007 and early 2008 aimed at identifying and defining ways in 
which libraries, archives and museums can collaborate.2 The RLG invited five insti-
tutions that had library, archives and museum departments within their organiza-
tion: the Smithsonian Institution, Yale University, Princeton University, the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh, and the Victoria and Albert Museum. Each of the sites met five 
criteria developed by the RLG: the organization consisted of multiple units which 
fall into the LAM categories, people within the organization had some experience 
collaborating across units, each organization prioritized furthering their collabora-
tive efforts, each site possessed a “champion” that could liaise between their orga-
nization and RLG, and each organization had time during the project timeframe to 
participate. The organizers led a day-long workshop at each institution to facilitate 
a broad discussion of LAM cooperation and asked each group to define future col-
laborative projects. 
 The authors of the report delineated a conceptual framework for the discus-
sion by defining a “continuum” of cooperation that is divided into five levels of in-
teraction among LAM partners. The first phase, “contact,” reflects a situation in 
which stakeholders informally make contact, start to build relationships with one 
another and begin to think about ways in which they can work together. The next 
phase, “cooperation,” maintains a level of informality, but produces tangible, often 
one-time, outcomes. Zorich et al. provide the example of an art museum loaning 
artifacts to an archive for an exhibit exemplifies this point in the continuum. The 
next phase, “coordination” is distinguished by the need for a framework of commu-
nication (e.g., creation of a distribution list and meeting agendas) to achieve a com-
mon goal. They provide a cross-institutional working group on metadata creation 
as an example of this level of collaboration. The fourth point along the continuum, 
“collaboration,” requires more concerted efforts among institutions and results in 
a transformation of processes, such as stakeholders working to create a common 
trusted digital repository. The continuum culminates in “convergence,” in which 
stakeholders have integrated such processes as to render them second nature. It is 
worth noting that successful collaboration achieved by institutions that participated 
in Beyond the Silos, was achieved when LAM partners existed under the same roof. 
 In a follow up report, Waibel defines three types of collaborations: local, 
group, and global. Local collaborations happen within a single institution and facil-
itate efficient work toward the common goal of supporting the institutional mission. 
Group collaborations function inter-institutionally and are sparked by working to-
ward a common interest. Global collaborations revolve around working toward 
common values and are evidenced by the development of “standards, policies for 
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copyright and data aggregation, the commons and open data movements and the 
vision of Linked Data.”3 
 The interest in LAM convergence is not restricted to North America. In 2011, 
The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) spon-
sored the first in a series of international conferences devoted to the issue of LAM 
convergence.4 Organized under the theme “User Empowerment through Digital 
Technologies” the International Conference on the Convergence of Libraries, Ar-
chives and Museums (ICLAM) brought together practitioners from the “memory 
institutions” to consider LAM convergence. Topics ranged from a gap analysis of 
the maturity of digitization programs of libraries, archives and museums in India, 
to the emergence of technologically empowered users. 
 Robert VanderBerg examines the impact of the momentum toward LAM 
convergence on the professional identities of stakeholders and the collections under 
their care. He reviews the value of various convergence projects from the perspec-
tive of an archivist, and suggests that while some institutional efforts do result in 
convergence, archivists must consider their role and be wary of the potential sub-
jugation of archival processes and practices in relation to historical records.5 The 
following case study shows the potential for a collaborative project to bring archival 
expertise to bear on a collection that was otherwise being neglected as a result of 
the lack of such professional expertise in house. The discussion also contextualizes 
such a collaboration, in this instance between a private art museum and a public 
university library and archives, within the conversation on LAM convergence. 
 The Speed Art Museum, Kentucky’s oldest and largest art museum, had for de-
cades maintained the in-house Speed Library to support curatorial efforts of the insti-
tution. As the administrators of the museum developed plans for an expansion of their 
current building, they recognized an opportunity to collaborate with their neighbor-
ing institution, the University of Louisville and received grant funding to complete the 
The Speed Library streamlining project. By following the momentum of a common 
interest and working across institutional and departmental lines, the Speed, University 
of Louisville Archives and University of Louisville Art Library achieved collaboration 
that positively impacted all three institutions and the people who use their collections. 
Departments retained their professional identities and collections and users were 
served and technology facilitated collaboration to an extent, though human relation-
ships proved to be just as important when bringing the collections to a wider public. 
To understand the outcome, one must first look to the past.

History

The historic relationship between U of L and the Speed predates the opening of the 
museum building in 1926. In his unpublished history of the Speed, Louisville histo-
rian Samuel Thomas writes that the relationship between U of L and the Speed was 
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forged as early as 1907 when James B. Speed joined eleven other prominent citizens 
in providing funding for a plan of U of L’s Board of Trustees to “enlarge the work of 
the University of Louisville,” by creating an the College of Liberal Arts and expand-
ing and enhancing the medical school.6 
 Following James B. Speed’s death in 1912, his widow, Hattie Bishop Speed want-
ed to memorialize her husband who appreciated and collected fine art. Her vision be-
came reality when in 1920, the Board of Trustees of U of L determined that they would 
expand the campus on the site of the recently vacant Industrial School of Reform; the 
chancellor prevailed upon Mrs. Speed to provide a “signature building” for the campus. 
 The J. B. Speed Memorial Museum was built on the U of L campus and housed 
a fine art collection that would support art education and would eventually be open to 
the public. In 1927, the Louisville Times described the museum as a “gift to the Univer-
sity of Louisville,” but when Mrs. Speed incorporated the museum in 1933, she clearly 
delineated her wishes that the two institutions remain separate despite their physical 
proximity and the relationships between boards of governors of both institutions. Her 
primary reason was to protect the museum’s ownership of the art collection.7

 Over the years, the university and the museum grew, both physically and de-
mographically. The Speed added wings in 1954, 1973, and 1984 and had six directors 
while the university continues to build dormitories, sports facilities, and halls. The re-
lationship between the two institutions has also evolved; the Speed developed a more 
distinct institutional identity compared to its original close connection to U of L. 

Impetus for Project and Specifics of Collaboration

In late 2007, Charles Venable assumed the directorship of the Speed Musuem. Sev-
eral months after his arrival, Mary Jane Benedict, the librarian at the Speed for 
twenty-seven years, retired. At that point, Venable saw an opportunity to evaluate 
the services provided by the Speed library in conjunction with the development of 
a master plan for an expansion of the Speed’s facilities.8 

Historically, the Speed librarian had provided research support to curatorial 
staff and docents, answered telephone reference queries from the general public, 
and maintained the library collection which included “19,000 volumes of standard 
art reference materials, exhibition catalogs, catalogues raisonees, monographs, and 
current and bound periodicals.”9 In addition to those resources, the librarian had 
maintained artists’ files, dealer catalogs (which had been indexed by artist), and 
auction catalogs. In the wake of Benedict’s retirement, Venable asked a former col-
league from the Cleveland Museum of Art, Elizabeth Lantz, to come to Louisville 
and survey the collection in order to recommend areas in which efficiencies could 
be found through more formal collaboration with U of L libraries.

Lantz found a number of areas where the collections of the two institutions 
did not overlap. The university held neither auction nor dealer catalogs; its collec-
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tion was less robust in terms of decorative arts than the museum’s collection. Ad-
ditionally, an analog, onsite card catalog provided the only access to the Speed li-
brary’s holdings and the circulation system relied on paper records.10 Lantz noted 
in her report that collaboration with U of L would facilitate both a technological 
upgrade to the access and circulation systems and also winnow down the Speed’s 
library collection. So, the planned museum expansion could proceed without addi-
tional costs being incurred for the future version of the Speed library.11

In 2008, Venable approached Hannelore Rader, then Dean of the U of L Li-
braries, about collaboration on a project to streamline the Speed Library. He pro-
posed a scenario in which the Speed would donate library materials to U of L in 
return for U of L Technical Services cataloging resources for both libraries. Togeth-
er, Venable and Rader presented Lantz’s report to Gail Gilbert, Director of the U 
of L Art Library. She reviewed the report, discussed it with Tyler Goldberg, head 
of Technical Services, and Mark Paul, then Assistant Director, Office of Libraries 
Technology, and offered a proposal in response. The Speed and University of Lou-
isville developed a memorandum of agreement (MOA) delineating the aspects of 
collaboration that Gilbert determined would benefit the U of L Art Library primary 
users (faculty and students in U of L’s BFA and MFA programs as well as art history 
Master’s, Doctoral, and Curatorial Studies Programs).12 

Armed with the agreement, the Speed applied for and received an IMLS 
Museums for America grant. Entitled “Speed Art Museum Library Streamlining 
Project,” the successful narrative focused on potential efficiencies derived from the 
collaborations between the two institutions, and the increased public access to the 
Speed Library collection that would result from the process. Among other things, 
the Speed would retain a core collection of books to support the curators’ work; 
the remaining titles would be donated to the U of L Art Library. In exchange, the 
U of L Technical Services department would catalog books retained by the Speed 
Library and add a location code directing the user to the Speed Art Museum Ref-
erence Center book stacks. The records would then be uploaded to the Online 
Computer Library Center (OCLC), an arrangement that reflected OCLC’s original 
mission.13

In 2010, with the IMLS funding, the Speed hired a project librarian, Allison 
Gillette, to manage the streamlining project. Books remaining in the Speed collec-
tion as well as books transferred to U of L needed to be converted from the Dewey 
Decimal classification system to the Library of Congress classification system to 
conform to U of L catalog standards. As the project moved forward, Gilbert, who 
had initially estimated that she would accept a transfer of eight thousand five hun-
dred books weeded from the Speed Collection to the U of L Art Library, completed 
a thorough assessment of the titles and removed most from her list. The grant time-
line had necessitated a blind estimate, and upon closer inspection Gilbert found the 
titles to be older, more duplicative and less germane than originally expected. The 
true total of books to be transferred would be closer to two thousand.14 
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Gillette saw an opportunity. The reduction in books transferred from the 
Speed to the U of L Art Library freed up a substantial portion of the initial budget, 
which had been based on a per-book cataloging rate. Having worked in an archival 
setting prior to her work at the Speed, Gillette was attuned to the value of preserving 
the institutional records of the 82-year-old museum. She advocated for requesting 
an extension and revising the budget with a view to hire a Project Archivist to work 
on the records and donate them to the University of Louisville Archives. 

After some negotiation about whether or not the addition of the archive por-
tion of the project met the Museums for America funding criteria, IMLS granted 
an extension to the timeline. In fact, they expressed enthusiasm about this aspect 
of the project as it fulfilled one of their mandates to increase access to collections. 
The Speed re-adjusted its budget request to include salary for the Project Archivist. 
IMLS also disallowed purchasing archival supplies, but Gillette proposed raising 
money through the sale of book shelves, card catalogs, and other unnecessary fur-
niture to cover a significant portion of the archival expenses. 

As mentioned above, the Speed’s then Director, Charles Venable, had ap-
proached the then Dean of the U of L Libraries, Hannelore Rader, and also the 
Director of the University Archives, Carrie Daniels, about transferring the Speed’s 
records to the U of L Archives, but there had not been any funding available from 
either institution. The readjusted IMLS budget a funded a six-month Project Ar-
chivist to manage the archival component of the project. In the spring of 2010, the 
Speed hired Heather Fox as Project Archivist. 
 In the first two weeks, Fox inventoried the records in the director’s storage 
space under the Speed’s parking garage, familiarized herself with the history of the 
Speed Art Museum, and facilitated the negotiation of the deed of gift of the records 
to the University of Louisville Archives and Records Center (UARC). She organized 
the transfer of 118 boxes of records over two days to UARC and subsequently spent 
time updating the inventory with location information. She created a donor file 
and discussed the processing plan with the supervising archivist, Kathie Johnson. 
Although the original transfer comprised 118 boxes, subsequent transfers increased 
the collection to 130 linear feet. As with any modern collection, materials included 
paper, 16mm film, photographs and slides in a variety of formats, electronic records, 
1 U-Matic tape, DVDs, architectural records, scrapbooks, sketchbooks, books, and 
other printed material. 
 Several interesting sub-collections required special attention as processing 
continued. Early in the grant period, chief curator Ruth Cloudman reported that 
Mrs. Ruth French wished to donate materials her husband had collected while re-
searching a biography of museum founder Hattie B. Speed. The Frenches estab-
lished the Louisville Academy of Music in the early 1950s and rented a portion 
of Mrs. Speed’s home as their headquarters and residence for nearly twenty years. 
Fox met with Mrs. French and brought three boxes of materials back to UARC. 
Fox foldered and arranged the material, wrote a finding aid and transferred a box 
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of books to the University of Louisville Music Library. The French collection con-
tained, among other things, a diary kept by Mrs. Speed during the time she studied 
music in Germany in the late nineteenth century and a small collection of cabinet 
cards and cartes-de-visite of Mrs. Speed and her family. 
 After processing the French materials, the archivist processed a collection of 
materials associated with a major donor to the Speed museum, Frederick Weygold 
(1870–1941). An artist and ethnographer, Weygold lived on an Oglala Sioux reser-
vation for a period of time in 1909 where he learned the Sioux language, gathered 
artifacts and stories, and shot photographs. Along with his donation of artifacts, the 
Speed received field notes, a small photo album, correspondence and printed mate-
rials he had collected. These materials had been stored haphazardly; Fox arranged 
and re-housed them and created a finding aid and returned the processed collection 
to the museum so that they could be used in preparation of a future exhibit.
 In mid-May, Richard Diehlmann, Manager of Building Services and long-
time employee of the Speed, brought the archives a collection of thirty-one 16 mm 
films the Speed had acquired in 1996 from the step grand-daughter of the founder, 
and major donor to the museum, Mrs. Alice Speed Stoll. Diehlmann reported that 
sometime in the late 1990s a conservator had visited the Speed and suggested that 
the films be preserved but no action was taken at that time. The films had been kept, 
presumably, since 1996 in the Speed storage under their parking garage. 
 Upon receipt of the collection, the archivist completed a basic inventory of 
the Stoll films and removed them from the original box where they were improp-
erly stored. Films were numbered (1–31) and inspected for vinegar syndrome and 
shrinkage. The archivist called on a local film archivist to consult with her about the 
films’ condition. In addition to the consultation, the film archivist projected three 
films and Speed archivist did a “quick and dirty” digitization, shooting footage from 
screen with a digital point and shoot video camera. The two edited footage down 
to several minutes which they burned to DVDs to be used as a fundraising tool for 
future preservation of the collection.
 Another sub-collection that required special attention was a group of archi-
tectural plans housed in less than optimal storage in the building services area in 
the basement of the museum. The Librarian and Archivist moved 158 rolls of plans 
stacked above flat files to the Speed library and organized a meeting with an archi-
vist from the Filson Historical Society who specialized in architectural records, and 
a library intern tasked with cataloging, to determine essential metadata require-
ments for cataloging and practical advice regarding storage of rolls. Based on the 
limited timeframe, the group decided to forgo flattening the plans and instead fol-
lowed the practice at Filson Historical Society of maintaining the rolls intact, la-
beling them using a piece of acid-free paper tied with a piece of string and then 
storing them in large acid-free artifact boxes. In addition to the 158 rolls, the intern 
transferred and cataloged 120 original plans for the original Speed building that had 
been stored in the flat files in building services. The building services supervisor 
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confirmed that originals were not needed on-site and that they were, in fact, being 
damaged and should be moved. 
 The Archivist worked with the Speed’s project librarian and the U of L archi-
vists and records manager to develop guidelines for staff to use to help them with an 
institution-wide storage space clean out. Information about what types of records 
should be retained for their permanent value, the percentage of records that actu-
ally have permanent value and what records clearly have no permanent value was 
included. In addition, the Archivist and librarian met three times with the museum 
staff to discuss the guidelines. The Speed administration initially had requested that 
the Project Archivist develop records retention schedules for the various museum 
departments, but exigencies of time and money made this impossible. 

Conclusion

Several lessons were learned during this process. Interpersonal relationships proved 
important not only in organizing and conducting this collaborative project, but also 
to bringing collections to light. Involving key personnel, department heads and di-
rectors proved useful in crafting efficient workflows for cataloging library materials, 
updating databases and library hardware, and also in gaining hands-on assistance 
with processing the archives. Although the curators at the Speed and the Art Librar-
ian at U of L were previously well-acquainted, communication with other staff at 
U of L opened doors of communication between different departments. It is of the 
utmost importance to involve these key players in most aspects of the project for 
continued problem solving but also to take advantage of professional specialties as 
the project evolves. In this instance, a librarian with archival experience recognized 
and advocated for an opportunity to extend the goals of the grant-funded project 
that initially focused solely on library materials. Furthermore, a number of archival 
collections were identified and preserved thanks to personal connections, like the 
nineteenth-century photographs and diary of the Speed’s founder, or the archival 
films that the head of maintenance knew were stored somewhere under the park-
ing garage. 
 The second lesson is not to be afraid to re-adjust grant requests. The grant of-
ficers were happy to work with the Speed to redefine project goals and were excited 
to extend the reach of the grant money to both preserve and expose two previously 
hidden collections. The Speed Library is now accessible through the U of L online 
catalog and the Speed Museum Archives are findable through a collection-level cat-
alog record and a soon to be finished online finding aid. 
 In the discussion of LAM convergence some authors offer excitement about 
efficiencies brought about by collaboration through technology, some warn that 
professional distinctions and their associated methods of collection preservation 
and access are either incompatible or will be lost in the process. Library, archive, 
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and museum professionals have different goals and agendas, different practices and 
processes. However, this case study shows that collections and users can be served 
through collaboration even if the goal is not total convergence. Thanks to the initial 
library streamlining project, technological expertise of the U of L technical services 
department was brought to bear on transforming an all analog access and circula-
tion system into electronic records in an automated catalog. The Speed library now 
serves curators, U of L faculty, and students. The U of L Art Library collection was 
enhanced through the donation of 2000 titles and a regular arrangement for the 
deposit of expensive gift catalogs from the Speed to the U of L Art Library increases 
their collection without increasing their costs. The institutional records of the Speed 
Museum are accessible to researchers worldwide through the U of L library catalog 
and also accessible to museum administrators for use in promotional and curatorial 
projects. The LAM convergence conversation will—and should—continue, but this 
case study demonstrates that one must not lose sight of the importance of human 
connections when pursuing the power of technological ones. 
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